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Handwriting
Handwriting should be clear but characteristic, and
yet sufficiently rapid in execution.
The bad and illegible writing of many educated
Englishmen is due to insufficient care of handwriting in
childhood or to deterioration from rapidity, in a busy
life, outpacing care, with a consequent slurring of the-
letter form ; or possibly to both causes.
If a pupil has been properly taught handwriting in a
vernacular, and begins English at 10 or 11 years of age,
his hand and eye are sufficiently accustomed to small
letters and movements to render a beginning with copies
of a size suitable for an English infant unnecessary.
The ideal is to dispense with a printed copy, if the
teacher's own pattern is good enough, when he can
demonstrate at will on the blackboard according to
requirements. Many teachers have not this skill, however,,
and must resort to a published set of copies,
Choice of Style
Until lately the form most generally approved has
been one in which the letters slope slightly from the-
right (a semi-vertical, as it is called), are plain without
flourishes, distinguish clearly the broad downward from
the thin upward or connecting stroke, and run on to the
next letter without necessitating a lift of the pen off the
paper. If the ordinary script is retained, these conditions-
are worth observing. More recently, however, a form of
letters like that used in print has become fashionable in
England for beginners to start on, the claims being made-
that the resultant handwriting is clearer and equally
rapid in execution, the child soon getting used to the-
tiny lift of the pen entailed in passing from one letter to-
another. Not enough experiments have yet been
undertaken to place the claim for superiority beyond
doubt, and though some appear to corroborate it, educa-
tionists are not perhaps yet generally so cbnvinced as to
justify a sweeping change being advocated for India, r
Trials, however, might well be made, for, apart from-
any inherent superiority, to save the Indian pupil
learning two sets of letter forms is so much gain.

